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1. Introduction

This is the text of a Lagrange Lecture given in the mathematics department of the
University of Torino. It aims at describing quite briefly the main milestones in the
proof of the Geometrizationconjecture due to G. Perelman using R. Hamilton’sRicci
Flow. It isby nomeansexhaustive andintendsto be arough guideto thereading of the
detailed literature on the subject. Extended notes have been published by H.-D. Cao
and X.-P. Zhu ([5]), B. Kleiner and J. Lott ([16]) and J. Morgan and G. Tian ([17]).
Thereader may also lookat thefollowingsurvey papers[1, 3, 21] andtheforthcoming
monography[2].

2. The classification of sur faces

It is known since the end of the 19th century that any closed orientable surfaceis the
boundary of a ”bretzel” .

And to the question: how is the sphere characterized, amongclosed orientable
surfaces? We can give avery simple answer. It is theonly simply-connected surface.

∗“LEZIONE LAGRANGIANA” given onJanuary 30th, 2007.
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Thismeansthat anycontinuousloopcan be continuously deformedto a constant
loop(to apoint).

3. The 3-manifoldscase

We may ask the same question, that is, let M be a closed, connected and orientable3-
manifold. How can wedistinguish thesphere?The answer is the content of thefamous
Poincaré conjecture.

CONJECTURE 1 (Poincaré [22], 1904). If M3 is simply connected then M is
homeomorphic (diffeo) to the 3-sphereS3.

The question was published in an issue of the Rendiconti del Circolo Matem-
aticadi Palermo ([22]). Let us recall that in dimension 3the homeomorphism classes
andthediffeomorphism classesare thesame. Thenext conjectureplayed an important
role in theunderstanding of thesituation.

CONJECTURE 2 (Thurston [24], 1982). M3 can be cut open into geometric
pieces.

The precise meaning of this statement can be checked in [3]. It means that
M can be cut open alonga finite family of incompressible tori so that each pieceleft
carries one of the eight geometries in dimension 3 (see[23]). These geometries are
characterized by their group of isometries. Amongthem are the three constant curva-
turegeometries: spherical, flat and hyperbolic. Onefindsalso fiveothersamongwhich
the onegiven by theHeisenberg groupandthe Sol group(check thedetails in [23]).

Thurston’s conjecture has put the Poincaré conjecture in a geometric setting,
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namely thepurely topological statement of Poincaréisunderstoodin geometrical terms:
a simply connected 3-manifold should carry a spherical geometry. Letting the geome-
try enter thepictureopensthePandorabox; the analysiscomeswith thegeometry.

4. Some basic differential geometry

Theideadeveloped byR. Hamiltonisto deformcontinuously the ”shape” of amanifold
in order to let the various pieces, in Thurston’s sense, appear. What do we mean by
”shape”?

4.1. Shape of a differentiablemanifold: thesectional curvature

By ”shape” we mean a Riemannian metric denoted by g. Let us recall that it is a Eu-
clidean scalar product oneach tangent space, Tm(M), for m∈M. Althoughthesituation
is infinitesimally Euclidean (i.e. on each tangent space) it is not locally. The defect to
being locally Euclidean is given by the curvature. Giving the precise definitions, ex-
planationsandexampleswould bebeyondthescopeof this text. Thereader is referred
to the standard textbooks such as [6] or [9]. The paradigm is the 2-dimensional Gauß
curvature. Let us take, for m∈ M, a 2-planeP⊂ Tm(M).

m

P

Let us consider the pieceof surfaceobtained by the family of geodesics start-
ing from m and tangent to a vector in P, then the sectional curvature associated to P,
denoted byK(P) is theGauß curvature at m (and only at m) of this surface.

4.2. The Ricci curvature

The most important object is the Ricci curvature which is an average of the sectional
curvature. Let u ∈ Tm(M) be a unit vector and (u,e2,e3) and orthonormal basis of
Tm(M). Then,

Ricci(u,u) = K(u,e2)+K(u,e3) .

Thisdefinition ishowever not enlightening. Let us lookat thepicturebelow,
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the volume element at distancer from m in the direction of a unit vector u has
an asymptotic expansion given by,

dvol = (1−
r2

6
Riccim(u,u)+o(r2))dvoleucl

wheredvoleucl istheEuclidean volume element written in normal coordinates(see[9]).
From this it is clear that Ricci isabili near form onTm(M) that isan object of thesame
nature than theRiemannian metric.

4.3. The scalar curvature

Finally, thesimplest curvature althoughtheweakest is thescalar curvaturewhich is, at
each point, the traceof the bili near form Ricci with respect to the Euclidean structure
g. It isa smooth real valued function onM.

5. Hamil ton’sRicci flow

This is an evolution equation onthe Riemannian metric g whose expected effect is to
make the curvature look like one in the list of the geometries in 3 dimensions. This
expectation is however far too optimistic and not yet proved to be achieved by this
technique. Nevertheless, this ”flow” turnsout to be sufficiently efficient to proveboth
Poincaré andThurston’sconjectures. Theinspirationfor thisbeautiful ideaisexplained
in [10] and [4]. let (M,g0) be aRiemannian manifold, we are looking for a family of
Riemannian metricsdepending ona parameter t ∈ R, such that g(0) = g0 and,

dg
dt

= −2Riccig(t) .

The coefficient 2 iscompletely irrelevant whereastheminus sign iscrucial. Thiscould
be considered asadifferential equation onthespaceof Riemannian metrics(see[4]), it
is however difficult to use this point of view for practical purposes. It is more efficient
to look at it in local coordinates in order to understand the structure of this equation
([10]). This turnsout to be anon-linear heat equation, which is schematically like

∂
∂t

= ∆g(t) +Q.

Here∆ is theLaplacian associated to the evolutingRiemannian metric g(t). Theminus
sign in the definition of the Ricci flow ensures that this heat equation is not back-
ward and thus have solutions, at least for small ti me. The expression encoded in Q is
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quadratic in the curvatures. Such equations are called reaction-diffusion equations.
The diffusion term is ∆; indeed if Q is equal to zero then it is an honest (time de-
pendent) heat equation whose effect is to spread the initial temperature density. The
reaction term is Q; if ∆ were not in this equation then the prototype would be the
ordinary differential equation,

f ′ = f 2 ,

for a real valued function f . It is well -known that it blows up for a finite value of t.
These two effectsareopposite and themain question is: who will win?

5.1. Dimension 2

It is shown in [12] (see also[7]) that in 2-dimensions the diffusion wins, that is, start-
ing from any (smooth) Riemannian metric on a compact and orientable surface, the
flow converges, after rescaling, towards a constant curvature metric (even in the same
conformal class). Full detailsaregiven in [7].

5.2. Examples in dimension 3

The followingexamplescan be easily computed.

1. Flat tori, g(t) ≡ g0; (it is said to be an eternal solution).

2. Roundsphereg(t) = (1−4t)g0; (ancient solution).

t = 1/4

3. Hyperbolic spaceg(t) = (1+4t)g0; (immortal solution).

t = −1/4

4. Cylinder g(t) = (1−2t)gS2 ⊕gR.

t = 1/2
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Two featuresdeserve to be stressed. For the roundsphere the flow stops in finite posi-
tivetimebut hasan infinitepast. For thehyperbolicmanifolds, onthe contrary, theflow
has a finite past but an infinite future. We find these aspects in the core of the proofs
of the two conjectures. Indeed, for the Poincaré conjecture one is led to (althoughit
is not strictly necessary) show that starting from any Riemannian metric on a simply-
connected 3-manifold the flow stops in finite time whereas for Thurston’s conjecture
oneought to study the longterm behaviour of the evolution.

6. The seminal result

On a compact, connected and simply-connected 3 manifold M the ideais now to start
with a ”shape” and deform it. We hope that, as for the example, the manifold M will
contract to apoint andthat after rescalingthemetric will becomemore andmoreround
(i.e. constantly curved).

This is indeed the case when one adds some assumption onthemetric.

THEOREM 3 ([10], R. Hamilton, 1982). This scheme works if we start with a
metric g0 which haspositiveRicci curvature.

This is the seminal theorem of the theory. Clearly it is a step towards the proof
of the Poincaré conjecture. The only restriction is important since it is not known
whether asimply-connected manifold carriesa metric of positiveRicci curvature. The
proof is done alongthe lines mentioned above, the manifold becomes more and more
roundwhile contractingto apoint.

7. The idea of surgery

Thequestionisnow what happensif westart with arandom metric g0? It turnsout that
there are examples showing that themanifold may becomesingular, i.e. that thescalar
curvaturemay becomeinfiniteona subset of M. This is the case for theneckpinch:

which is a metric on a cylinder which developsa singularity in finite time (see
[7]). But it could also beworse,
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Cantor

it could bethat thesingularitiesappear in a cylinder spread ona cantor subset of
transversal spheres. Noticehowever that there are, at themoment, noexplicit examples
of such a behaviour. The ideaintroduced by R. Hamilton in [11] is to do surgery in
the necks and restart the flow with a new metric on a (possibly) new manifold. It is
schematically summarized by thepicturebelow,

The picture on the left represents a so-called horn. The precise definitions are
quiteinvolvedandthereader isreferred to theoriginal papersby G. Perelman([18, 20])
or themonographieswritten onthiswork ([16, 17, 5]).

8. An impor tant breakthrough

One of the technical achievementsobtained by G. Perelman is the so-called canonical
neighbourhoodtheorem (see[18], 12.1). Roughly, it showsthat there existsauniversal
number r0 such that if we start with a suitably normalised metric g0 then the pointsof
scalar curvature larger than r−2

0 have aneighbourhoodin which the geometry is close
to a model. There is a finite list of such model geometriesand hence avery restricted
list of topologies. The neighbourhoodis either a cylinder, called a neck, with a metric
close to astandard roundcylinder, aso-called cap which isametric onaball or on the
complement of a ball i n theprojectivespacewhich looks like a cylinder out of a small
set, or themanifold M is a quotient of the3-sphereby a subgroupΓ of O(3).
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Neck

B3 ouP3(R)\ B̄3

Cap

9. The scheme of the proof

Let us now start with a Riemannian manifold (M,g0), where g0 is an arbitrary metric.
We start the flow and let it go upto the first singular time, that is up to the first time
when thescalar curvaturereaches+∞. Two casesmay occur:

i) the curvature becomesbig everywhere
Just beforethesingular timethe curvaturemay bebig everywhere andtheman-

ifold may be entirely covered by canonical neighbourhoods. In that case we say that
the manifold becomesextinct. Pasting together these neighbourhoodswhose topology
isknown, leads to the followingresult

THEOREM 4 (Perelman, [20]). If themanifold becomesextinct then it is,
i) S3/Γ, (Γ ⊂ SO(4)),
ii ) S1×S2 or (S1×S2)/Z2 = P3(R)#P3(R).

In that case we can stop the process sincewe have understoodthe topology of
M. This iswhy it is said that themanifold becomesextinct (the curvatureishigh hence
the manifold is small !).

ii ) The manifold doesnot completely disappear
An open subset Ω is left. This isthesubset of M wherethescalar curvatureisfi-

nite at thesingular time. Just beforethesingular time, themanifold splits in athick part
where the scalar curvature is smaller than the scale of the canonical neighbourhoods
anda thin part. So it looks like thedrawing below.
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thick part

thick part

At the singular time, applyingsurgery in thehornsas shown below,

thick part

thick part

leads to a new manifold M1, possibly not connected.
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thick part

thick part

From thisnew Riemannian manifold onestarts theRicci flow upto thenext sin-
gular time. To each connected component we apply thesamedichotomy. Thequestion
isnow to know whether thiscan be donefor all ti me.

10. The main results

In [20] section 5 it is shown that this procedure leads to the Ricci flow with surgery,
which is a noncontinuous version of the smooth Ricci flow (the manifold is not even
fixed) defined for all ti me. Stating precisely the result would be too technical and
beyondthe scope of this note; the reader is referred to the text mentioned above. The
key step isto show that thesurgeriesdo not accumulate, that is, onagivenfiniteinterval
of time there are only finitely many of them. Globally, there may be infinitely many
surgeries to perform. The question whether on an infinite interval of time we reach
somespecial geometry will bediscussed later.

The proof of this result is quite involved. The point is that if we start with
a normalised metric (see the references for a precise definition) then after the first
surgery it is not any more. Thus the surgery parameter r0 has changed. It changes in
fact after each surgery and it may be that it goes to zero in finite time which will stop
the procedure and corresponds to an accumulation of surgeries. Showing that it is not
the case isa tour de forcewhich isa masterpieceof Riemannian geometry.

Let us say that the solution becomes extinct if all connected component are
covered bycanonical neighbourhoodsat sometime. Then onehas the

THEOREM 5 ([19], [8]). If M is simply connected, the solution extinct in finite
time.
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Theproof given in [19] relieson an ideathat was developed by R. Hamilton in
[13] and the details are in [5]. The proof given in [8] relies on the use of harmonic
maps. In both cases the ideais that a certain Riemannian invariant decreasesalongthe
flow at a certain speed whereas it is never zero, this leads to a contradiction if the flow
with surgery can bedonefor all ti mewithout extinction.

The conclusion is that if the manifold is simply connected the Ricci flow with
surgery behaveslike in thepreviousexample. Thelist of such manifoldsis then known
andthisprovesthePoincaré conjecture. It also provestheso-called spaceform conjec-
ture sincethe above theorem also applies to manifoldswith finite fundamental group.
The list of such manifolds is

M = #
finite

S3/Γ #
finite

S1×S2 .

which showsthat if M is simply connected then M ≃ S3.

11. Manifoldswith infinite fundamental group

In this case, as is shown in the exampleof the hyperbolic manifolds, we have to allow
the flow with surgery to live for an infinite time. Themain result is summarized in the
followingroughclaim.

CLAIM 6 (Perelman [20], sections6-8). For large t, (M,g(t)) decomposesinto
thick and thin pieces (possibly empty).

Thefollowing picturegivesa hint of what may happen,
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hyperbolic pieces emerge from the thick part and are bounded by incompress-
ible tori, that is tori whose fundamental groupinjects in the one of the manifold. The
thin pieces are collapsing, that is the volume of balls goes to zero while the sectional
curvature isbounded below. The reader should check theprecisedefinition of collaps-
ingsinceit differs from the famili ar one.

It is in fact therescaled metric 1
4t g(t) which becomesthick or thin as in the case

of thehyperbolicmetric which behaveslike(1+4t)g0(t). The assertion is that thethin
part isa graphmanifold.

What isa graph manifold?
Roughly speaking it is a bunch of Seifert bundlesglued alongtheir boundaries

(which are tori) and a Seifert bundle is a circle bundle over a 2-orbifold with some
exceptional fibers. For moreprecisedefinitionsthe reader is referred to [15].

The proof of the fact that the thin part is graphed is not completely clarified at
the moment. An alternativeproof can be foundin [2].

12. Sometechnical aspects

We shall givebelow somehintsabout few technical issues.

12.1. Singular ities

As for ordinary differential equations a smooth solution exists on a maximal interval
[0,T[, for someT > 0. If T is finiteone can show that

lim
t→T−

sup
M

|Riem(g(t))| = +∞ ,

where |Riem| = largest sectional curvature at apoint (in absolutevalue).

In order to describewhat happensat a point where the curvatureblowsup, one
uses the zoom techniquewhich is famili ar to all analysts. Let us assume that (xi , ti) is
a sequenceof space-timepoints such that

Qi = |Riem(xi , ti)| −→
i→∞

+∞ .

We can zoom aroundeach xi slowing down the time, which is translated in mathemat-
ical termsby changingthemetric to

gi(t) = Qig(ti + t/Qi).

This iscalled aparabolic dilation. Themetricsgi(t) are also solutionsof theRicci flow
equation.
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Zoom

The solutions (M,gi(t)) are defined ona backward interval getting larger with
i. A compactnesstheorem for flows proved by R. Hamilton (see[14]) then shows that
a sub-sequence convergestowardsa Ricci flow (N∞,g∞(t)), defined on ]−∞,0]. Such
a solution is called an ancient solution. Now, the classification of singularities rely on
the classification of ancient solutions (with extra properties). They are infinitesimal
models for singularities.

12.2. Ancient solutions

An important tool is a by-product of the maximal principle for parabolic systems (see
[11]), which iscalled theHamilton-Ivey pinching property. It could besummarized by
the inequality below. If g0 is normalised then, for any x∈ M and any 2-plane tangent
to M at x, onehas

R(x, t)+2φ(R(x,t)) ≥ K(P, t) ≥−φ(R(x, t)) ,

where R(x, t) is the scalar curvature of the metric g(t) at x and K(P,t) is the sectional
curvatureof the2-planeP tangent at x for themetric g(t). Hereφ is theinversefunction
of x 7→ xlnx− x. This inequality says that the scalar curvature controls all curvatures
which isnot surprising in dimension 3 but makes this fact quantitative.

One particular feature is that φ(y)/y−→ 0
y→∞

. In particular one can apply this to

the metricsgi, for which, in roughtermsoneobtains,

Ki(P,ti) =
K(P, ti)

Qi
≥−

φ(Ri(xi ,ti)
Qi

−→
i→∞

0.

for any 2-planeP tangent at x. This showsthat the curvatureoperator of thelimit space
(N∞,g∞) is non-negative. This is one property of the ancient solutions which appears
as limit of blow-ups. It is also possible to show that (N∞,g∞(t)) hasbounded sectional
curvatures for all t (the boundmay depend ont) and that they are not collapsed. In
dimension 3this leads to a complete classification, which yields the list below:

• S3/Γ whereS3 is the roundsphere
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• diffeomorphic to S3 or P3(R)

• R×S2 or (R×S2)/Z2 = P3(R)\B3 with canonical metric,

• B3 with positive curvature.

Thisclassification isgiven in section 11 of [18] and isfinished in [20].

13. Conclusion

This short note is a very brief account of the main ideas underlying the proofs of the
Poincaré and Geometrizationconjectures. Althoughthere are still some issues to clar-
ify, at thismoment it isaccepted that both areproved. Weskipped thetechnical details
and definitions sincethey arereally involvedandthereader is referred to thereferences
mentioned. Thismasterpieceof Riemannian geometry isnow at thestagewherepeople
are trying to simpli fy some of the arguments and there are several direction in which
thiscould beimproved. For exampleone could try to provethat themetric doesevolve
towards some kind of canonical one on each piece. At the moment the only situation
in which we know that is when the limit is (after rescaling) hyperbolic. A probable
by-product of that is that there could alwaysbefinitely many surgerieswhich would be
a great simplification. Beyonda proof without surgeriesat all i s a dream that could be
achieved if onefindsa way to construct a new andmore efficient flow.

Study of theRicci flow for higher dimensionsand in particular for Kähler man-
ifolds is the most promising direction of research at the moment as well as improve-
ments of the Hamilton-Ivey pinching inequality which lead to rigidity theorems such
as thesphere theorem. There isno doubt that more is to come.
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